PALM GROVE GALLEMES
because it epitomizes the last war ... An empty road, and it went
on and on and on.   Beyond the limits of the frame, it still went
on and on and on,   One knew that men had marched endlessly
along that road, with its few twisted wires and stricken trees.  Not,
emphatically, a jolly picture;  at least, not a jolliness which can be
compared with "The Last Day in the Old Home" (would Mr,
Nevinson wish for the comparison ?).   "The Last Day in the Old
Home" is a chummy sort of picture; I really think that I should
like it for company on my uninhabited island.   I should have to
keep it well away from the rest: the others in dignified assembly
in a palm grove in a good light; but "The Last Day in the Old
Home" must hang on a bread-fruit tree with its back turned
towards them, in die same way as we always have to turn that
Masterpiece (reverently appearing in so many plays) which the
audience, for obvious reasons, must never be allowed to see.   Such
works of genius have appeared in "The Late Christopher Bean",
"The Doctor's Dilemma", "The Light That Failed", "Biography",
"The Great Adventure", "The Moon and Sixpence", and how
many others.
I have three group names under which I can catalogue crowd
pictures, whatever their subject:
The Birth of Rugby Football
Give 9em the Woiks
and more sedately:
An Enjoyable Time was had by AIL
Wouwennan's enchanting little skating picture is a perfect
illustration of this last title. I forget which great work of genius
prompted any escort in a picture-gallery, twenty-five years ago, to
murmur not wholly in reverence: ' * The Birth of Rugby Football",
but I believe it must have been Tintoretto's "Origin of the Milky
Way".
"Give 'em the Woiks" sprang to my mind as a suitable ride
for a truly horrific crowd picture in the Hell and Death tradition*
presumably of the Flemish school, hanging over the fireplace
in Professor Patrick Abercrombie's study: He is one of our
greatest living authorities on town planning, but from the proud
position of the picture dominating tie room, It would appear dbat
te too appreciates a contrast; no one could argue that this work of
art has any bearing on Better living Conditions, though a good
alternative tide would be "The Town-Planner's Nighcmie".
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